(EN) SECURITY ALERTS

LAST SECURITY ALERTS NOTIFIED BY THE NATIONAL CRYPTOLOGICAL CENTER (CCN-CERT)

Últimas Vulnerabilidades

DSA-4409 neutron - security update
Drupal core - Moderately critical - Cross Site Scripting - SA-CORE-2019-004
WP Support Plus Responsive Ticket System &lt;= 9.1.1 - Stored XSS
Better Search 2.2.2 - Unauthenticated SQL Injection
Easy WP SMTP &lt;= 1.3.9 - Unauthenticated Arbitrary wp_options Import
Better Search 2.2.2 &ndash; Unauthenticated SQL Injection
WP Support Plus Responsive Ticket System &lt;= 9.1.1 &ndash; Stored XSS
More on Dnsden[.]biz Swipers and Radix Obfuscation
VMware and Pwn2Own Vancouver 2019
Linux Kernel vulnerability CVE-2019-1559
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